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Spot the silhouette of a Northern Goshawk in flight. Identify the raucous call of the Red-winged

Blackbird. Discover the secret of picking out a Chipping Sparrow from its look-alike cousins. It's

simple with this classic field guide, a treasured favorite among amateur bird lovers and exacting

professionals. Recognized as the authority on bird identification, this invaluable resource

provides:-All of North America in one volume-Over 800 species and 600 range maps-Arthur Singer's

famous illustrations featuring male, female, and juvenile plumage-Sonograms that picture sound for

easy song recognition-Migration routes, feeding habits, and characteristic flight patterns-American

ornithologists' classifications-Convenient check boxes to record birds you have identified -Color tabs

for quick references
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The Golden field guide, *Birds of North America* has been a favorite companion for countless

birders since it was first published in the late 1960's. It has the virtues of being nationally

comprehensive, easy to follow (illustrations, maps, songs, and descriptions are provided on the

same two pages), and perhaps best of all, small enough to carry in a jacket pocket. It also uses an

interesting and highly useful visual "sonagram" approach to conveying information about bird

vocalizations.Unfortunately, however, the ornithological powers that be are constantly lumping and

splitting species, rendering field guides at least somewhat obsolete overnight. Consequently, these



books must be updated periodically so as to be optimally useful to birders. The Golden guide was

last updated during the 1980s, and was long overdue for a makeover.Happily, this has finally been

provided. And indeed, this revised version of the guide is (for the moment) up to date regarding the

various lumps and splits that have gone into effect over the past decade. Some of the "splits" are

fully illustrated, as with the Canyon vs. California (formerly Brown) towhee. Some, however, are only

mentioned in the text, and sometimes all too briefly. It's probably ok not to have a separate

illustration of the smaller Gunnison species of the Sage grouse, but a separate illustration of the

California gnatcatcher surely should have been provided. Similarly, the somewhat larger and

brighter Island scrub jay should have been depicted separately from its relatives the scrub and

Florida jays.Certainly, the publishers of this revised version of the Golden guide have made an

earnest effort to provide an updated and attractive entry into the increasingly crowded birding field

guide competition.
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